The Extra

From Israels highly acclaimed author, a
novel about a musician who returns home
and finds the rhythm of her life interrupted
and forever changed??Noga, forty-two and
a divorcee, is a harpist with an orchestra in
theNetherlands. Upon the sudden death of
her father, she is summoned home to
Jerusalemby her brother to help make
decisions
in
urgent
family
and
personalmattersincluding hanging on to a
rent-controlled apartment even as they
place their reluctant mother in an
assisted-living facility. Returning to Israel
also means facing the formerhusband who
left her when she refused him children, but
whose passion for her remains even though
he is remarried and the father of two.For
her imposed three-month residence in
Jerusalem,
the
brother
findsher
workplaying roles as an extra in movies,
television, opera.These new identities
undermine the firm boundaries of
behaviorheretofore protected by the music
she plays, and Noga, always an extrain
someone elses story, takes charge of the
plot.The Extra is Yehoshua at his liveliest
storytelling besta bravura performance.

A Glasgow perspective on news, sport, whats on, lifestyle and more, from your local paper the Glasgow South and
Eastwood Extra.The Extra Man is a 2010 comedy film based on Jonathan Ames novel of the same name. Written and
directed by Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini, the THE EXTRA By A. B. Yehoshua Translated by Stuart
Schoffman 249 pp. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. $24. Noga, a 42-year-old professional An extra is a warm body who
fills a scene but doesnt have a vital role in the story, a participant without any effort or [obligation] in the stories ofThe
Extra has 490 ratings and 129 reviews. Salima said: While this story had potential and explored an important element of
the past, the novel lacked emEngaging . . . Yehoshua is a master in his visual sketches of scenes. New York Times Book
Review [A] finely etched new novel . . . A marvel of a book.The Extra Mile bar, housed within the Four Points by
Sheraton Ljubljana Mons hotel, combines dedication to running as a healthy leisure activity with an ex.In The Extra,
award-winning Israeli novelist A. B. Yehoshua movingly portrays a womans struggle for independence amid familial
expectations and obligations.The Extra Lens, formerly known as The Extra Glenns, is a band made up of Franklin Bruno
and John Darnielle (of the Mountain Goats). The band acts as a sideThe Extra??????? ??:?Wikipedia? (2010/11/08 21:55
UTC ?)The Extra is a 2005 Australian film starring Irish comedian J - ?1079????????? - 2 min - Uploaded by
jacarandafilmsHere is some movie highlights from the Australian Comedy Movie The Extra, featuring standout
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